
Three airlines. Three challenging 
operational situations. Three business 
results demonstrate substantial cost 
savings and additional revenue 
benefits for our clients utilizing Paxia 
IFX and Paxia GP.

Read on to learn how you can take 
advantage of the same benefits and 
operational cost savings with Paxia 
Catering Management Solutions.

INTRODUCTION



Decrease the need 
to over-cater

Increase customer
satisfaction

With IFX's integration with pre-ordering 
systems and dynamic passenger counts, 
our client was also able to:

BENEFITS

$1.4M
Annual savings

SITUATION/RESULTS
The airline's business practice is to 
over-cater to maximize passenger 

choice. Overspend was ~$7.5M 
annually of intentional over-catering in 

Business and Premium Economy 
classes. Our client was able to save 

$1.4M annually by reducing meal 
wastage with Paxia IFX.

LOWERED



Using IFX to validate all caterer 
invoices for ground handling and 

catering, eliminates excessive 
over-ordering and ensures that you 

only pay for the items you actually use.

BENEFITS

$10M
Annual
catering
savings

SITUATION/RESULTS
By automatically verifying 100% of all 
catering-related invoices with Paxia IFX, our 
customer was able to save 2% ($10M) of 
their annual catering spend through:

Removal of irregular charges
Exposing incorrect billing of stock items
Systematic cross-checking and verifying 
ordered versus billed items
Reduction in unplanned caterer visits to 
the aircraft



Paxia GP, in conjunction with Paxia 
IFX, enables sending the actual 
aircraft weight per flight, reducing 
the need to purchase extra fuel and 
efficiently allowing you to determine 
unused freight space.

BENEFITS

140
Tons of
less fuel

1,680
Additional tons

of freight

SITUATION/RESULTS
Through accurate weight measurement
using actual product weight instead of 

maximum product weight, our client was able 
to reduce their monthly fuel requirements by 

140 tons and increase revenue by adding 
1,680 tons of freight annually.



BUSINESS CASE STUDIES
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For over 20 years, Paxia has 
been providing airline catering 
management solutions that 
meet the needs of our global 
customer base and simplify the 
complexities of catering 
management—ensuring that our 
clients save time, improve 
efficiency, and reduce 
operational costs.


